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WILD HORsEs

Nothing is a “sure thing” in the wild, 
where nature calls all the shots. 
Sub-zero temperatures greet Paula Todd King, our Cloud Foundation 
Director of Communications, my Irish terrier, Quinn, and I as we venture 
into Cloud’s rugged wilderness home on the Wyoming-Montana border in 
mid-November. Meteorologists predicted that the frigid conditions would 
gradually give way to warmer temperatures during our four-day visit. 
They lied! 

Day One. By the time we start up Tillett Ridge in our unheated UTV, 
temperatures climb from nine below to a few degrees above zero. We have 
high hopes of finding Cloud’s family and his yearling daughter, Encore, 
who was stolen by bachelor stallions this spring when Cloud was injured 
and temporarily lost his family. 

We’re barely underway when it starts to snow, limiting visibility to a few 
hundred yards. “Cloud will have to be standing in the road for us to see 
him,” I joke to Paula. We spot Casper’s band on a hill to our right. The 
two-year-old male, McKeahnie, is not with the band. The young stallion 
has been testing the water for months, spending time away from his family, 
and then returning. It can be hard to break strong family ties, particularly if 
the band stallion is as permissive as Casper.   

When we climb onto the open ridges of Tillett, we see a horse in the 
distance. I lift my binoculars as a dark horse raises his head. I can see 
the bold blaze of Cloud’s blue roan son. “Mato Ska!”  We don’t try 
to hide our excitement. He’s with his half-brother Jasper. Beyond Mato 
Ska and Jasper, a big band is coming. It’s Doc with the family he won 
from Jackson in May.  

Bear with me here. Doc’s demolition derby is complicated. It began 
early last May when he abandoned his mares, seriously injured Cloud in 
an epic battle, kicked Mato Ska out, claimed Cloud’s mares (Feldspar and 
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Innocentes), and his yearling daughter, Encore. Then, in an unheard of 
twist, Doc lost Encore to the bachelor stallions. In the meantime, Cloud 
regained his mares and Doc defeated Jackson, the powerful coyote dun 
stallion, to claim the largest band in the Pryor Mountains. However, Doc 
kicked out two-year-old Maelstrom and his yearling sister, Niobrara, 
the offspring of Jackson and Cloud’s daughter, Firestorm. These two 
youngsters ended up being taken in by Hernando, the young black stallion 
who defeated Cloud’s older brother, Diamond, and claimed Phoenix and 
War Bonnet last winter. I told you it was complicated!  

As the snow continues we notice a dark horse emerging from the dense 
forest. “Jackson!” Paula whispers. Doc notices him too, and pushes 
the mares into a brisk trot away from their long-time stallion. Then Doc 
doubles back and charges at Jackson, driving him away. Jasper and Mato 
Ska begin running toward Doc’s band, but quickly retreat when the 
dark bay stallion returns and gives them a threatening glare. 

As Doc and the band disappear over the hill, Paula, Quinn, and I 
head uphill. Seeing only the fresh tracks of Doc’s band heading down, we 
turn around. Again we spot Jasper and Mato Ska... and another horse. It’s 
McKeahnie. We’re entertained by the gentle play of the two year olds. 
There is no spinning and rearing, squealing and kicking. There is simply 
nibbling and holding on to legs without biting down. 

On our drive back down the mountain, we spot Cloud’s mother, 
Phoenix, with War Bonnet and their young stallion, the kind and gentle 
Hernando, who adopted Firestorm and Jackson’s son and daughter. Snow 
blankets their coats as they stoically forage. I feel guilty complaining 
of cold feet and hands when watching the mustangs. All the non-migratory 
wild animals are amazingly resilient, but none are as amazing to me 
as the Pryor wild horses who are fenced in. They are truly prisoners of 
this polar vortex.

Day Two. The weather clears, but the temperatures are even colder. 
Glassing produces a sighting of distant dots including Tonopah, the oldest 
horse in the Pryor herd at 28 years old. Where are you Cloud? They have 
to be somewhere. But where? We drive down without a sighting of a horse. 

Day Three. Sunday dawns no warmer than the day before. Again we climb 
up Tillett Ridge, stopping to glass in every direction. It’s miserably cold 
and we find no horses, which makes it seem doubly cold. We drive down 
the mountain, discouraged at our failure to locate even a single mustang. 
At the gate of the horse range, we notice tracks—lots of horse tracks! 

How strange, I think as I turn around to walk back to the UTV. Not 
200 feet away are horses. It is Gringo’s band with two of the three 
youngest foals in the Pryors. Their youngest, a bright sorrel colt, is only 
a few weeks old.

The band is moving away and we walk with them. Both foals look great, 
but are so small. It will take a miracle for the colt to survive winter. The 
colt’s name is Okioctak, an Alaskan name meaning “one who stays all 
winter.” It’s a fitting name for this tiny son of Ketchikan and the satellite 
stallion, Chance. Okioctak dances along with his mother, oblivious to the 
cold. The filly, Oceana, looks like she will shed out to be a rich chestnut. 
Can you see the chestnut color on her face where she is shedding her foal 
coat? Good luck little ones. You will need it!

Day Four. Last chance day. In the early morning, we drive along the paved 
road and spot bighorn rams courting their ewes. So lovely I think to myself.

A mile away I see a familiar face that pops up over the hill near the 
highway. It’s Blizzard, the dashing, apricot dun stallion who has been 
responsible for more than one family breakup in the low country. He 
saunters over a saddle between two snowy hills and we follow on foot. 
Just beyond Blizzard are his “mares de jour”—Bakken, Strawberry, 
and Cascade along with the very pretty Blizzard and Bakken yearling, 
La Nina. They move cautiously away from us and we oblige them by 
returning to our wonderful, heated SUV. 

As we drive down the road toward the main gate of the range, we round 
a corner and spot four horses on a steep side slope. It is the heretofore 
absent “greeters at the gate,” including the yearling filly, Nova (the only 
true red dun in the Pryors) and her mother, Kitalpha. The little grulla  
mare gets my vote for bravest mare on the range. 
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I was present on the day she was born and I saw her overcome an early 
issue with lameness. Then her mother died when she was less than six 
months old, but that didn’t do in this little fighter. I will always wonder if 
her father, Durango, played a role in buoying the little filly’s spirits. It is 
touching to see how nurturing some band stallions can be. 

We head over to Tillett Ridge, unload the UTV and start up the big 
ridge. The wind has blown four inches of snow into deep, slabby drifts that 

prevent us from safely getting around the mines hill, so we turn around, 
glassing at every opportunity, hoping beyond hope to catch a glimpse of 
Cloud or Encore. 

Toward the end of the afternoon, we begin glassing a tiny sliver of distant 
Sykes Ridge only visible between two hills in front of us. A black horse! 
We grab the spotting scope and snap it onto the tripod. Heat waves distort 
the shimmering, dark image.

As the sun dips low over the distant Beartooth Mountains, the heat waves 
disperse and I can make out the short tail of a foal, but which foal? After 
an hour or more of staring at the dark foal graze, disappear into the trees, 
then return to graze, it finally turns into the lens of the scope. The broad 
blaze of Ohanzee appears! He is Cloud’s son, born this May. Paula and I 
wait, hoping that Cloud and the rest of the band will come into view. Is 
Ohanzee all alone? Is he with his mother? Is his sister Orielle alive? Like 
Oceana, Orielle is only a month and a half old. Darkness surrounds us as 
we pack up the scope. 

With unanswered questions and lingering concerns, we drive down the 
mountain. A lanky jackrabbit catches Quinn’s attention as it darts through 
the headlights of the UTV and drops over the edge of the road. Our lights 
pick up furry flashes as cottontails hop into the bushes. They all serve to 
distract not only Quinn, but Paula and me as well. 

Paula is home now in New Mexico. And I am home in Colorado, 
longing to be in the Pryors, searching for Cloud and his spirited 
daughter, Encore. 
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